THE  CHINESE  FAR  WEST
Nor.* And in the end all the efforts we had made bore fruit,
for the next day Peter returned from the yamen with the
much coveted passport. His face was shining and he looked
like a schoolboy setting out on a holiday. His usual phleg-
matic expression had given way to an expansive smile. We
had, of course, to have an escort, one man, but only as far as
Tangar. We could not get over the surprise at our unhoped-
for triumph.
When I went to say good-bye to the Austrian sisters I had
the luck to be able to get one of them to stop a tooth for me,
It might be the last time. . . . Toothache and appendicitis
are the two things I am afraid of when I have left the last
town behind. The compassionate sisters then let me shut
myself up in their dispensary with a pail of hot water and
there I waged, as I could not at the inn, a royal war on the
parasites which had been disturbing my sleep.
We invited Lu, whom we could never sufficiently thank for
his help, to a last meal at the Chinese restaurant. In an
adjoining room some Chinamen were raising a terrific row,
gambling for money with dominoes, and drinking heavily.
"Kaanpei!" cried the robust Lu, inviting us to empty our
little cups of warm shao-djin. Our spirits were raised and we
confessed to him that we were going to do our best not to
return to Sining. But Lu was not frightened at the thought of
our plan. He had travelled a great deal and lived a long time
at Urumchi.
Our last civilized evening! Soon there would be no more
delicious pork, no table, no roof. . . .
* It is thought that they may have insisted on having pack animals for
a sum paid down. But this does not give any right to have oulas—
relays, which are reserved for the use of the Dalai Lama—and so they may
have exasperated the native Goloks. Dimitri Guerki, the third member
of the expedition, seems to have succeeded in escaping across Tibet and it
was perhaps he who wrote the pencilled note received by Paul Pelliot
asking for money to be telegraphed to Leh in Ladak.
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